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The magneti ex itation in a 5f antiferromagnet UPt2 Si2 was studied by means of neutron inelasti s attering. A remarkable low energy
quasi-elasti omponent has been observed around the antiferromagneti
zone enter (100). We on luded that the low energy quasi-elasti response
would be the ex itation of the quasi-parti les due to hybridization between
5f and ondu tion ele trons.
PACS numbers: 71.27.+a, 78.70.Nx
1. Introdu tion

The wide variety of behavior exhibited by 5f ele trons is one of the most
intriguing problems in strongly orrelated ele tron systems. The spe trum,
en ompassing lo alized, heavy fermion, non-fermi liquid and itinerant aspe ts, depends on the strength of the hybridization with valen e and ligand
ele tron states. Materials in the UT2 Si2 system play an important role in our
understanding as the hybridization an be ontrolled by varying the transition metal element T. In this respe t the unusual transition at T0 = 17 K
and the super ondu tivity in URu2 Si2 are espe ially interesting with, on the
other hand, UPt2 Si2 being onsidered as an example of an antiferromagnet
with lo alized 5f states. UPt2 Si2 has the CaBe2 Ge2 -type stru ture with
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spa e group P4=nmm. The uranium magneti moments along the -axis
(M = 1:7B ) order antiferomagneti ally with Q=(001) below TN = 37 K as
shown in Fig. 1(a). The sus eptibility [1℄ and spe i heat [2℄ of the latter material were understood in terms of the rystalline ele tri eld (CEF)
levels suggested by a previous neutron s attering study on a poly rystalline
sample [3℄ whilst the large drop of the resistivity at TN and the anisotropi
behavior remained unexplained [3℄. The purpose of this study is to reveal
the magneti ex itations of UPt2 Si2 in single rystalline samples.

Fig. 1. (a) Crystal and magneti stru ture of UPt2 Si2 . (b) The intensity of the
(1 0 0) antiferromagneti peak and the inelasti omponent at E = 0:4 meV.

2. Experimantal

Single rystalline samples were grown by the Czo hralski-pulling method
in a tetra-ar furna e under argon gas atmosphere. The magneti ex itation
was measured with three single rystal rods aligned within the a ura y of
0.3 degrees on a triple axis spe trometer LTAS with xed E = 3:5 meV.
f

3. Result and dis ussion

The temperature dependen e of the (100) antiferromagneti Bragg intensity is plotted in Fig. 1(b). The intensity exhibits a lear nature of
the magneti order parameter. The intensity at the neutron energy loss
E = 0:4 meV in reases with elevating temperature and showed a maximum at TN . It means that there is a low energy magneti ex itation.
The existen e of the low energy omponent is learly demonstrated by
the inelasti s attering prole shown in Fig. 2. On the (1 0 0) antiferromagneti zone- enter we observed pronoun ed quasi-elasti peak at T = 38 K,
slightly above TN . This quasi-elasti s attering an be tted by Lorentzian
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Fig. 2. The inelasti s attering prole at Q =(1 0 0) and (1.3 0 0), denoted by ir les
and triangles, respe tively. The spe tra were measured at 3.1 K ( losed symbols)
and 38 K (open symbols), respe tively.

line shape with the full width of 0.15 meV. This ex itation de reases in intensity with de reasing temperature. At Q =(1.3 0 0) a weaker and broader
quasi-elasti s attering with width of 0.4 meV was observed. Fig. 3 shows
the magneti ex itation spe tra of UPt2 Si2 measured as a fun tion of Q.
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Fig. 3. Constant-Q prole of UPt2 Si2 as a fun tion of

Q measured at T = 38 K.
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The low energy quasi-elasti s attering has a maximum intensity around
the antiferromagneti zone enter (100). Our preliminary neutron inelasti
s attering experiments observed the magneti ex itation ontinuum above
5 meV with no CEF ex itation. Therefore, we on luded that this low energy quasi-elasti omponent would be the spin u tuations of the heavy
quasi-parti les due to hybridization between 5f and ondu tion ele trons.
Very re ently similar low energy ex itation and two omponent magneti exitation have been observed in heavy fermion super ondu tors UPd2 Al3 [4℄,
UPt3 [5℄, and 5f itinerant antiferromagnet UGa3 . [6℄ It is also found even in
a lo alized 5f antiferromagnet, U3 Pd20 Si6 . [7℄ Therefore, these phenomena
would be a general feature in uranium intermetalli ompounds, be ause 5f
ele trons in uranium has rather strong hybridization ee t.
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